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RIDGECREST REGIONAL HOSPITAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

MISSION

Our Mission is to engage the community in partnership, to advance the hospital’s mission of providing excellent care, and to secure resources to support future sustainability and growth of the hospital.

RIDGECREST REGIONAL HOSPITAL

MISSION

To be a community-based organization that provides and promotes comprehensive quality healthcare for the people of the Southern Sierra Region.

RIDGECREST REGIONAL HOSPITAL

VISION

To be a leader in offering the highest quality, patient-centered, affordable healthcare and wellness services to the people of our service area. To promote the economic health and development of the Southern Sierra Region.

RIDGECREST REGIONAL HOSPITAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2016 - 2017

Geralyn (Geri) Haradon, Chair
Jo Stauffer, Vice-Chair
Harriet Luzinas-Smith, Treasurer
Eric Bruen, Director
Fred Hawkins, Director
Dana Lyons, RRH Board of Directors, Chair
James Suver, RRH CEO
Tamara Tilley, Executive Director
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A LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN

It is an honor to serve as Chair of the 2017 Ridgecrest Regional Hospital Development Foundation Board, whose purpose is to ensure the future sustainability of our hospital through a partnership with our community.

With generous support from donors, Ridgecrest Regional Hospital can provide the latest innovations in patient care. Because of you, our incredible donors, we raised $105,318 last year and we are very close to achieving our goal to purchase an Automated Breast Ultrasound for the women of Ridgecrest. We also opened the Hospice Butterfly Boutique on Balsam Street in August of 2016, which will support Ridgecrest Regional Hospice.

Your contributions really can and do make a positive difference in our community’s health care. When you donate to Ridgecrest Regional Hospital Development Foundation, you’re supporting a not-for-profit hospital recognized for providing excellent, comprehensive, compassionate care to our entire community.

I hope you share in this pride and will continue to support our important efforts. Please take a moment to make a gift to Ridgecrest Regional Hospital Development Foundation. Any amount you give is deeply appreciated and will help us continue to provide our community with the highest level of health care.

It is with gratitude that changes everything!

Sincerely,

Geralyn (Geri) Haradon, Chair
Ridgecrest Regional Hospital Development Foundation
A LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Our goal for the Development Foundation’s annual report is to honor the generosity of our incredible donors. We cannot ever fully express our gratitude to the many individuals that make our mission a success, but we never get tired of trying.

In 2013, the Board of Directors of Ridgecrest Regional Hospital had the foresight to see into the future and to know that great nonprofit community hospitals such as ours do not reach their full potential without the support of their community. From that vision, the RRH Development Foundation was formed.

Fast forward to 2017 and that vision is more important than ever. While many are asking what the future will bring for healthcare and what are we doing to prepare for those changes, we are confidently preparing for those possibilities by building a partnership with our community. Fortunately, we have incredible leadership here at Ridgecrest Regional Hospital! We always keep in mind, that the one constant factor in healthcare is change.

We will continue to be conservative in our spending and good stewards of the resources we hold for our community.

It’s no secret that our Hospital is growing. Some of the exciting growth we will begin seeing includes a new Emergency Department, Medical Oncology through our partnership with the UC Davis Cancer Care Network, and a new Crisis Stabilization Unit made possible through a partnership with the Kern County Mental Health Department.

At Ridgecrest Regional Hospital, growth isn’t just about getting bigger – it’s about getting better and leading the way to a healthier community. We are so pleased to have you as our partner!

With Gratitude,

Tamara Tilley, Executive Director
Ridgecrest Regional Hospital Development Foundation
TRIBUTE GIFTS

Tribute giving is an especially meaningful way to honor, celebrate, appreciate, or remember a friend, family member, co-worker, or department. Your gift shows gratitude and contributes to excellent health care at Ridgecrest Regional Hospital.

IN HONOR

All those who make RRH great!
Anyone with breast cancer
Antoinette L. Baker, Mother
George (Bud) Biery, II
Ira L. Calvin
Center Professional Pharmacy
Earl Ferguson, MD
The Fight Against Breast Cancer
Stacie Fisher
Glen M. Griffith
Dawn Hershey
Julie Hershey
Sara Hershey, Nurse
Kekoa Martin
My Lord and Savior Jesus
Betty Phillips, RN
Pink Ladies Auxiliary
Jan Roberts
Betty Spindler
James Suver
Eric Wicker, RN
The many people who have been helped

Constance Marguerite “Connie” Baker
Loraine L. Bittel
Ira L. Calvin
Geraldine “Jerry” Dabbs Challenor
Grandma Jerry (Geraldine Dabbs Challenor)
Susan Jeanette Cooper-Petersen
Carol Corlett
Ethel “Pat” Cornell
Gladys Nisbett Cornell
Tami Marie Corona
Yolanda and Joseph D’Aronzio
Nedelko “Nick” Delchev
Frieda’s Sister
Christopher Robin Furtado
Dr. Joe Furtado, Sr.
Marilyn Dietrich Furtado
Maria Theresa Furtado
Martha Ann Furtado
JoEllen Gallagher
Laurie Gross
Daddy Robert W. Herman
Sara Hershey, Nurse
Lucy May Pinion Heter
Rayma Hocker-Grandmother
Dr. Richard Karoll
Alfred Lee Kennedy
Dolores Kennedy
Wanda Kirkendoll
Many who lost their fight
Max D Muse
Albert H. Odsen
Terrie Owens
Betty Pate
Judy M. Pemberton
Kay Redmond
John and Frances Salser
Christopher M. Schultz
Joann Sorbo
Clint Spindler
Patricia Stone
Bill Sorbo
Robert F. Vorwerk
Billie Jean Vanderpool
William Zdebka
GRATEFUL PATIENT PROGRAM

RRH Development Foundation introduced a new Grateful Patient Program in 2016. This new program is about more than gratitude. It is an opportunity for our patients to be an ongoing part of the great things happening at Ridgecrest Regional Hospital.

The program is a special way to say thank you to someone at Ridgecrest Regional Hospital that provides outstanding service to you or a friend or loved one. Through the Grateful Patient Program, you can contribute to the RRH Development Foundation in honor of a doctor, nurse, therapist or any other hospital employee who has made a positive impact on the care you or someone else received at our hospital.

When we receive your gift, we will send a card and a silk gerbera daisy as a token of appreciation to the health care professional you wish to honor. Then we will send you a tax receipt, along with our Thanks.

Gil Cornell recently honored team members in the Cardiac Rehab Department with a leaf on the Tree of Life in each of their names. Mr. Cornell told us that the team not only saved his life, but the quality of his life is better because of them.

In photo Below:
Left to right: Jan Roberts, Gil Cornell, Betty Phillips, RN, Eric Wicker, RN
CELEBRATING OUR 2016 DONORS
(TOTAL GIFTS $105,318)

Ridgecrest Regional Hospital and the RRH Development Foundation gratefully acknowledge the generosity of the following donors for the calendar year beginning January 1, 2016 and ending December 31, 2016. Each gift assists the hospital in providing the finest healthcare services to all those in need regardless of their ability to pay.

PARTNERS
$5,000 to $250,000
Margaret Bredesen
Coso Operating Company, LLC
Judith and Bobby Tharp

PLATINUM
$1,000 to $5,000
George and Cecile Biery
Margaret Bredesen
Eric Bruner
Thomas Bai
Carol Burge
Anne and Gary Charlon
Paul Cooper
Gilbert Cornell
Lawrence Cosner, MD
Healthyl Desai, MD
ANONYMOUS
Christopher and Araceli Ellis
Joseph Furtado
Joan and David Goppelt
Geri Haradon
Nancy Hedge
Jennifer Hugh
Michelle Lemke
Dana Lyons
Celia Mills
Patricia Mals
Kathleen Musson
Paige Netzer
Leslie and Tom O'Neill
Barbara Rice
Ridgecrest Regional Hospital
Jean Robbins
George & Priscilla Silkberg
Karen Smith
Joanna Sauter
James Suver
Judith and Bobby Tharp
Tamara and Michael Tilley
Don Zdeba

GOLD
$500 to $999
Doris Bush
Lynn and Anna Collie
Theima Cooper
Cynthia and Anthony Damiano
Sandy and Jim Gilliam
Pamela and Mark Glantz
Billie Guerra, MD
Fred Hawkins
JG Enterprises LLC dba Papa John's
Tamaia Khalifeh
Harriet Luzin-Smith
Rosemary Lynn
Jalene Martin
Zachary McDonough
Kim Metcalf
Michael Mower
Jerry and Michael Mumford
Dorothy Olsen
Suanne Pietrangelo
Steven Price
Caryn Schonberg
Christian Schwartz, PA-C
Kelvin Shinizu
Beatrice and Lloyd Smith
Square Print
WACOM
Tina and Rusty Warren
Warren Automotive
Joseline Wong

SILVER
$250 to $499
Gloria Areola
Patrick Bass
Susan Bodnar
Jeffrey Boring
Deborah and Frank Buffum
Catherine Carpenter
Amy Castillo-Cover
Deanna Cranney

BRONZE
$100.00 to $249
Noric Adams
Sharon Aloe
AmazonSmile Foundation
Ezra Areola
Meghan Aslanian
Angela Ball
Miriam Barash
Lars Bengtsson
Joseph Blanton
Jennifer Bovisert
Sharon Bizzi
Susan Bruder
Merlanie Buchholz
Cassandra Bullock
Margaret Busch
Joan Castleberry
Ricca Charlon
Yvonne Chisholm
Breanne Chromey
Angel Clark

Kelly Clark
Christine Collins
Becky Copeland
Leroy Corlett
Don and Erna Cortichato
Dottie Coxan
Deborah Dilley
Holly Dr. Spohn-Gross
Lori Dunn
Linda Estrada
Alicia Francis
Joanne and Walton Frederick
Michael Gallagher
Michael Grant
Jennifer Griffin
Lori Haley
Glennie Hadden
Shirley Hartman
George Haslam
Kristin Henden
Amy Henderson
Barbara Henderson
Elsa Hentings
Karen Higgins
Carmela Holmes
Randall Husk
Cindy Johnson
ANONYMOUS
Gingaakw Kaspar
Shelly Keel
Janice Kem
Elizabeth LePlatt
Matthew Lilly
Amanda Lockie
Christy Lofing
Loretta Mace
Agnes Majeda
Krista Mai
Sandra Maldonado
Amy Mallory
Barbara and Charles Martin
Colleen McDonald
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Kelly Clark  
Christine Collins  
Becky Copeland  
Leroy Corletti  
Don and Erma Cortichiato  
Dottie Cowan  
Deborah Dilley  
Holly Dr. Spohn-Gross  
Lori Dunn  
Linda Estroda  
Alicia Francis  
Joanne and Walton Frederick  
Michael Gallagher  
Michael Grant  
Jennifer Griffin  
Lori Haley  
Glennce Harden  
Shirley Hartman  
George Haslam  
Kristin Henden  
Amy Henderson  
Barbara Henderson  
Elsa Hennings  
Karen Higgins  
Carmela Holmes  
Randall Huk  
Cindy Johnson  
ANNONYMOUS  
Ginggawg Kaspar  
Shelly Keel  
Janice Kern  
Elizabeth LePlatt  
Matthew Lilly  
Amanda Lockie  
Christy Lofing  
Loretta Mace  
Agnes Majied  
Krista Maki  
Sandi Malmodado  
Amy Mallory  
Barbara and Charles Martin  
Colleen McDonald  
Velma McGlothlen  
Felice McLane  
Jennifer Melchior  
Elvira Morati  
Peter Michailov  
Jason Milner  
Meghan Morehead  
Bridget Mosier  
Allie Mullins  
Donna Mullis  
Marian Murdoch  
Lorie Ochoa  
Melissa Parkinson  
Billy Pemberton  
Breanne Phillips Baez  
James Michael Riley  
Margaret Rose  
Linda and Rebecca Selser  
Gloria Sanchez  
Zackary Sandowal  
Cynthia Schonhoff  
Montez Schultz  
Jennifer Scott  
Anthony Shaw  
Alexia Siler  
James Smith  
Sandra Smith  
Rayteet Sohal, MD  
Blake Stephenson  
Sonia Sugano-McCutchan  
Lois Taylor  
The 73 Department  
Chalise Thornton  
Lori Tiffany  
Hideko Iuttle  
Daphne Unhassobiscay  
Stephanie Valerius  
Anthony Villa-Rodriguez  
Rosmarie Vorwerk  
Julie West  
Darlene Wheeler, PhD  
Richard Wicker  
Abigail Willis  
Canadee Witt  
Alyssa Wright  
Carol Young  
Jael Zimmerman  
Leticia Zubia  
Adrienne Carraasco  
Tiffany Carter  
Paula Caster  
Kellee Cloyd  
Evelyn Combs  
Fran Crescenccio  
Charles Cutsinger  
Robert Deichert  
Donna and Angelo DeVin  
Nirazri Desai  
Angela Duffner  
Phyllis Fernandez  
Deana Fyty  
Hector Flores  
Amy Fuller  
Morgan Fuller  
Susan Renee Fuller  
Jennifer Garrison  
Joan Gaskin  
Judith Giobbe  
Emily Goddard  
Luz Gonzalez  
Ashley Grace  
Maggie Graham  
Maria Gutierrez Flores  
Margaret Hannon  
Lena Hernandez  
Nicholas Hess  
Laurie Hewlett  
Divina Iorns  
Jennifer Jimenez  
Christy Johnson  
Martha Jurierez De Villa  
Amie Kerlin  
Elizabeth Lantzy  
Desiree Lason  
Charise Lavareldia  
Gail Ledesma  
Jess Lesniak  
Erie Littleton  
Kathrin McDonald  
Paula McKay  
Stephanie Meeks  
Minnie and Ray Miller  
Franziaka Mitchell  
Marc Moawad  
Sanford Nabatie  
Cyra Neel  
Ann Niessen  
Jill Owens  
Tara Packer  
Kimberly Parkinson  
Sharon Paxton  
Eva Peterson  
Dawn Petrovich  
Betty Phillips  
Ruth Phillips  
Kari Quail  
Marilou Ramos  
Vanessa Raynor  
Mairela Reddemann  
Carole Robertson  
Debra Rogers  
Jonat Rosal  
Breanna Resoff  
Leslie Rowland  
Kimberly Rubin  
Jessi Saaty  
Kimberly Sappington  
Audrey and Dan Schuyler  
Stacie Shaw  
Amy Sibley  
Pamom Smith  
Virginia Soucy  
Tori Stoner  
Wade Tallman  
Jennifer Thomson  
Sonia Torres  
Amber Valentine  
Cindi Weidenkopf  
Ingrid and Wayne Zellner  

ALL donations are gratefully appreciated, from the largest to the smallest.

We apologize for any omissions or inaccuracies. If you have questions or concerns, please call the RRH Development Foundation Office at (760) 499-3955.

Thank you for your continued support!
RRH EMPLOYEES
LEAD BY EXAMPLE

208 Employees
Gave Over $95,000
Between January 1, 2014 - March 31, 2017

Order pizza ONLINE at Papa John's, select the RRH Development Foundation 40% OFF Pizza Coupon on the SPECIALS tab and...

PAPA JOHN'S WILL DONATE 10% OF THE NET SALE TO THE RRH DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

Papa Johns of Ridgecrest
Gave $1,214 to Date

$225 FROM SMILE.AMAZON.COM

We are so grateful!
BUTTERFLY BOUTIQUE
SUPPORTING RIDGECREST REGIONAL HOSPICE

The Butterfly Boutique opened its doors on August 30, 2016. Before that time, the Boutique was a dream of the team at Ridgecrest Regional Hospice. The Hospice team found it heartbreaking to know some of their patients were not able to receive care at home, for a variety of reasons, as they dealt with a terminal illness.

With all funds raised by the Butterfly Boutique supporting Ridgecrest Regional Hospice, our goal is to see their dream realized. Our goal is to not only open a hospice house, but to provide future support for the home. The new hospice house will provide a place for individuals to spend their last days in a serene environment with comfort and quality of life.

2016 NET SALES: $13,845
2017 (1ST QUARTER) NET SALES: $11,228

BOUNDS OF GRATITUDE TO THE AMAZING VOLUNTEERS OF THE BUTTERFLY BOUTIQUE

564 Volunteer Hours to Make This Dream a Reality

Rodolfo Amaya
Judy Borden
Michelle Cullen
Vicky Donohue
Clyde Gilbreath
Sandy Gilmore
Shawn Hunt/King
Sally Lewis
Patricia Mullis
Julia Porter
Alyce Sykes
Toni McLeod
Ginger Valles
RRH Development Foundation is committed to promote philanthropy in our community. In November, 2016 we hosted the Combined Federal Campaign Charity Fair at Maturango Museum.

In attendance were representatives of the 2016 approved charities and area campaign coordinator Jacqueline Williams.

Where there is LIFE there is HOPE
Philanthropy Expressed in Many Ways

Thanks to Dr. Billie Guerra, we now have a beautiful living, healthy outdoor garden in a space that was empty and barren. Following the loss of her mother, Dr. Guerra noticed an empty space outside her window and decided to take action.

Dr. Guerra’s mother had a fondness for gardening. The beautiful garden is now a wonderful tribute to her memory. The space, once withered and brown, is now filled with beautiful flowering plants, an angel statue, friendly seating and the aroma of blooming flowers.

Although Dr. Guerra was kind enough to point out how others had helped with this project, we understand that it was Dr. Guerra’s generosity that made the garden possible.

Thanks to all of you for making our community a great place to live.
CUMMULATIVE GIVING (TOTAL GIFTS $225,353)
JANUARY 1, 2014 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2017

PARTNERS
$2,000 to $25,000
Patricia Mullis
Kathleen Musson
Paige Netzer
Leslie and Tom O'Neill
Sun Paik
Susan Pietrangelo
Steven Price
Susan Raglin
Rita Read
Barbara Rice
Ridgeway Floor Covering
Joan Robbins
RH Board of Directors
Christian Schwartz, PA-C
Kelvin Shimizu
George and Priscilla Silberberg
Shirley Sma
Beatrice and Lloyd Smith
Karen Smith
Joanna Stauffer
Teri Stoner
James Suter
Judith and Bobby Tharp
Tamara and Michael Tilley
WACOM
John and Judith Ward
Warren Automotive
Don Zieba

PLATINUM
$1,000 to $5,000
George and Cecile Biery
Eric Biery
Thomas Biery
Carol Burg
Anne and Gary Charlon
Paul Cooper
Gilbert Cunliffe
Lawrence Cosner, MD
Cynthia and Anthony Damiano
Healthy Desi, MD
ANONYMOUS
Christopher and Anaelle Ellis
Charlotte Freeman
Joseph Furlong
Sandy and Jim Gilliam
Pamela and Mark Glanz
Joan and David Goppelt
Ger Haraden
Fred Hawkins
Elsa Hemings
Nancy Hodge
Jennifer Hugo
JC Enterprises LLC d/b/a Papa John's
Tamara Khalifeh
Robert Kolen
Michelle Lenke
Lindsey's Furniture
Harriet Luzinas-Smith
Rosemary Lynn
Dana Lyons
Zachary McDonough
Dana Lyons
Zachary McDonough
Celia Mills
Mom's Furniture
Bettie Moody

GOLD
$500 to $999
ANNONYMOUS
Betty Broyles
Doris Bush
Catherine Carpenter
Lynn and Anna Collie
Thelma Cooper
Deanna Cranney
Patricia Davis
Vickie Donovan
Melissa Duff
Lucy Griffith
Billie Gunars, MD
Margaret Hickman
Adriana Ledford
Tammy Lilly
Jalene Martin

SILVER
$250 to $499
Genara Arreola
Gerald Baker
Patrick Bass
Susen Bodnar
Jeffrey Boing
Sharon Britz
Susan Bruer
Merle Bond
Deborah and Frank Buffum
Amy Castellito-Cobert
Yvonne Chisholm
Scott Davis
Linda Estrada
Amy Castellito-Cobert
Yvonne Chisholm
Scott Davis
Linda Estrada
Mrs. Margaret Faith
Ginggaw Kaspar
Elizabeth LePlatt
Krista Maki
Gerald McDaniel
Alisha Mondragon
Bridget Mosier
Thomas Pearl
Anna Phillips
Margaret Rose
Zackary Sandosil

BRONZE
$100 to $249
Nonie Adams
Sharon Aleo
Jesse Allende
AmazonSmile Foundation
Eva Arreola
Meghan Aslanian
Angie Ball
Miriam Barshari
Darryl Baxter
Robin Beeks
Lars Bengtsson
Berm's Landscaping
Eva Bien
Joseph Blanton
Jennifer Boisvert
Coble Bruce
Cassandra Bullock
Margaret Busch
Clinton Byrd
Adrienne Carrasco
Paula Caster
Joan Castleberry
Ricca Charlin
Breann Chroni
Angel Clark
Kelly Clark
Christine Collins
Becky Copeland
Corri Colett
Don and Eema Cortichio
Dottie Cowan
Linda Lou CROSBY
Nirzar Desai
Cameron Sloan
James Smith
Sandra Smith
Ravneet Sohal, MD
Mark and Deborah Storch
Jonathan Stucky
Lois Taylor
Shane Ulley
Patricia Wheaton
Darlene Wheeler, PhD
Robert Wood

RIDGECREST REGIONAL HOSPITAL
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT PAVILION
OUTPATIENT PAVILION
OUTPATIENT PAVILION
CUMMULATIVE GIVING
(CONTINUED)

Deborah Dilley
Holly Dr. Spohn-Gross
Lori Dunn
Cecilia Eclar
Linda and Jay Egus
Deana Fettu
Hector Flores
Alicia Francis
Joanne and Walton Frederick
Rita French
Amy Fuller
Susan Rene Fuller
Michael Gallagher
Judith Glick
Emily Goddley
Ashley Grace
Michael Granit
Jennifer Griffin
Maria Gutierrez Flores
Lori Haley
Glencie Harden
Shirley Hartman
George Haslam
Kasim Hendra
Amy Henderson
Barbara Henderson
Karen Higgins
Elisa Hinnin
Carma Holmes
Randall Husk
Jennifer Jimenez
Cindy Johnson
Sandra Jordan
Shelly Keel
Alison Kennedy
Janice Kern
Elizabeth Lantzy
Jesse Lesniak
Joyce Lewis
Matthew Lilly
Elise Littleton
Amanda Lockie
Christy Loting
Anonymous
Loretta Mace
Agnes Majeed
Sandra Maldonado
Amy Mallory
Barbara and Charles Martin
Colleen McDonald
Kathrin McDonald
Velma McGlothen
Felice McLean
Stephanie Meeks
Jennifer Melchor
Elvira Merati
Peter Michalek
Minnie and Ray Miller
Jason Milner
Franziska Mitchell
Meghan Morehead
Allie Mullins
Donna Mullis
Marian Murdock
Santford Nathaie
Lori Ochoa
Jill Owens
Kimberly Parkinson
Melissa Parkinson
Billy Pemberton
Veronica Petersen
Eva Peterson
Betty Phillips
Ruth Phillips
Brenda Phillips Bace
Veronica Raynor
Marie Reddick
James Michael Riley
Debra Rogers
Frances Rogers
Branna Rosoff
Leslie Rowlson
Kimberly Rubin
Gloria Sanchez
Cynthia Schonhoff
Montez Schultz
Jennifer Scott
Anthony Shaw
John Shilling
Amy Skidmore
Alessa Siler
Love Singh, MD
Harrell Spoon
Blake Stephenson
Karen Stone
Sonia Sugano-McGutchan
The 73 Department
Jennifer Thomson
Chalise Thomson
Lori Tiffany
Hideko Tuttle
Daphne Unhassoliscay
Stephenie Valeriou
Anthony Villa-Rodriguez
Rosmarie Votavk
Cindi Weidenkopf
Julie West
Richard Wicker
Abagal Wims
Cancio Witt
Alyssa Wright
Carol Young
Jael Zimmerman
Leticia Zubia

COPPER
$1 to $99
Jessica Allen
Catherine Andersen
Denise Belz
Wendy Bethke
Arty and Marcy Blanco
John Blogg
Ambra Bodnar
Raine Brown
Carol Camphell
Kearth & Louise Caraway
Tiffany Carter
Bev Charles
Kellie Clodd
Evelyn Combs
Carol Cornell
Douglas and Dorothy Cowan
Frann Crescenzo
Charles Cutsinger
Pedro D. Romero-Fraud
ATTEMPT
Cheryl Davidson
Robert Deichert
Donna and Angelo DeMin
Angela Duffner
Bill Farris
Phyllis Fernandez
Morgan Fuller
Benny Garcia
Jennifer Girrson
Joan Gasko
Kathy and Elvin Gonzalez
Luz Gonzalez
Maggie Graham
Clayton Griffin
Margaret Hannon
Adam Haufler

Lena Hernandez
Nicholas Hess
Laurel Hewlett
Weiner and Susan Hubeck
Anonymous
Divina Irion
Christy Johnson
Martha Juarez De Villa
Courtney Kelso
Amie Kernin
Janet King
Desree Larson
Charise Lavarreda
Gail Ledesma
Collon Levar
Kay and Forrest Lloyd
Donna Malone-Weals
Melanie McDonald
Paula McKay
Marc Meswalt
Andelle Mollersten
Cyra Noel
Craig Nelson
Ann Niessen
Tara Nogier
Sharon Paxton
Dawn Petruch
Lucille Pinion
Kari Quail
Marilou Ramos
Garry Lee Reeves
Carole Robertson
Jonart Rosal
Jesi Satta
Kimberly Sappington
Audrey and Don Schuyler
Stacie Shaver
Phanom Smith
Virginia Soucy
Wade Tallman
Sonia Torres
Amber Valentine
Michelle Whalley
Ingrid and Wayne Zellmer
Claudette Zum
OUR GOAL: $163,000
FUNDS RAISED: $121,400

WE’RE ALMOST THERE!
75%

Great news...the automated breast ultrasound unit is expected to be available to the women of Ridgecrest by the end of May 2017.

Donors STILL Make Amazing Things Possible

Thanks to You!
Coming soon to the Women’s Imaging Department at RRH, the FDA approved automated breast ultrasound

Every woman’s breasts are different, just like every flower is different. Having dense breasts is normal. It simply means more tissue than fat.

Dense breasts make a woman up to six times more likely to develop breast cancer. And they make it challenging to detect cancer with a standard mammography exam.

The Invenia™ ABUS (Automated Breast Ultrasound System) will improve cancer detection by 35% over mammography in women with dense breasts. Using 3D ultrasound, it looks at dense breasts differently to find cancer that mammography may not see. It’s relatively comfortable, and it doesn’t expose you to any additional radiation. The result: More confidence and peace of mind for you.

Ahead of the Curve, THE MOST ADVANCED BREAST CANCER SCREENINGS.

Early in 2016 we began fundraising to purchase an Invenia™ Automated Breast Ultrasound. Today we have just over $40,000 left to reach our goal.

For more information, please contact Tamara Tilley at (760) 499-3955, or by email at tamara.tilley@rrh.org

Check us out on the web at www.rrh.org

Office Address:
105 E. Sydnor, Suite 203, Ridgecrest

Mailing Address:
1081 N. China Lake Blvd. Ridgecrest